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Abstract

Computer viruses, worms and Trojan horses pose the most severe intrusion threat against an automated environment, especially if this environment is distributed and the ability to enforce physical access control is very limited. These structures are also collectively referred to as malicious software. In this paper, a model for viral attacks against computer networks is being developed. The soundness of the model is being tested via simulation experiments. Interesting results that can be practically useful to network administrators are being derived.
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1. Introduction

Computer viruses, worms and Trojan horses pose the most severe intrusion threat against an automated environment, especially if this environment is distributed and the ability to enforce physical access control is very limited. These structures are also collectively referred to as malicious software.

A computer virus may be informally described as a sequence of symbols in a machine’s memory, what makes such a sequence of symbols an element of a ‘viral set’ [1], is that when the machine interprets this sequence, it causes some other element of that viral set to appear somewhere else in the system, at a possibly later time. Formal descriptions of computer viruses can be given either through a computational approach [1–3] or through an abstract formalism [4]. Recent research results [5,6] provide additional formal approaches to these structures, but have not yet been sufficiently evaluated and tested.

Even though several network-oriented intrusion detection systems have appeared in the literature [7,8], there is very little published work on the issue of how a virus spreads into a network and, what is more important, how a network is affected by this spreading. Virus spread models in non-distributed environments have been reported [1]; it has been shown [9] that a virus that has infected a single file quickly spreads and incapacitates all files within a computer system if the system has no ability to apply countermeasures against the virus. An epidemiological model of virus spreading processes has been proposed [5] that allows for antidotes to be modelled as well. In a network environment, a model for assessing the performance of a network — equipped with antidotes — under a viral attack was proposed [10]. However, the simplifying assumptions made in that work are quite restrictive and obscure several characteristics of a viral attack against a network.

The main purpose of this paper is to explore what happens when a computer virus is injected into a stable computer network, given that some nodes of the network have been equipped with antidotes against viruses. In more detail, this paper attempts to answer questions such as: what is the behaviour of the network during the viral attack, what is the network recovery time (i.e. the time required to reach stability again); what are the dependencies between the initial percentage of the nodes equipped with antidotes, those infected by the virus and the network recovery time? These questions can be answered either by analytical means or by simulation. Since the problem is too complicated to tackle analytically, we elected to take a simulation approach, thus setting the stage for further analytical work. It should be noted that the model proposed here is more realistic than that proposed earlier [10], which, to the authors’ knowledge, is the only one available in the open literature to date pertaining to viral attacks against networks.

The above issues are addressed by assuming a model of the network; by assuming a model for a hypothetical
virus resembling those most commonly encountered in viral attacks; by establishing the rules of the virus spreading process between nodes in the network; by establishing the rules of the virus spreading process within a network node; by establishing the rules of the antidote virus removal process; and by performing several simulation experiments.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the environment of the problem under study is presented and discussed. The proposed model to be used is then presented and discussed. The simulation model is given, and the simulation experiments are presented and discussed. Finally, the most important conclusions are summarized and topics for future research outlined.

2. Problem environment

Any network environment consists primarily of nodes, which are points where information flows come together or diverge, and of links, which are bi-directional paths along which information is transmitted. The properties of the links are determined by the nodes to which they are connected; if both nodes are operational, then the link is operational. If one node has been disabled, then the link is not operational, meaning that communication between the two nodes attached to the link is impossible.

In our particular case we assume a network with a bus topology. In such a network, any node can directly communicate with any other node. Therefore, the network's ability to transmit data depends primarily upon the condition of its nodes rather than upon the condition of its links. Incapacitation of a single node can never disrupt communication between other nodes, unless the incapacitated node is the node responsible for monitoring and controlling the network itself (the Server).

Each node in the network contains files. For the purposes of this paper, we are only interested in the number of executable files contained in each node, since viruses spread only by attaching themselves to executable files. This number may vary among nodes.

When two network nodes communicate, they exchange data or one of them calls executable files resident at the other. The precise mode of communication is governed by specific communication protocols used in the network, as well as by the operating systems employed by the nodes involved. We assume no specific protocol nor operating system herein, even though the precise behaviour of the virus injected in the network does depend upon both [1,11]. The reason for this is that we are interested mainly in assessing the overall network behaviour rather than the virus spread within each of its nodes.

Every node in the network can be assumed to resemble a user in a non-distributed computer system. How often calls are made to other nodes and how often executable files residing in the same node are called constitute, among others, the characteristics of what is termed the node profile; this is assumed to vary with each node. Thus, some node may make heavy use of the network by making frequent calls to other nodes, it may make heavy use of its own files, or conversely, it may make light use of the network or of its own files.

Every node in the network can be at exactly one of four allowable states:

1. Disabled: the node has lost its capability to communicate with other nodes due to the activation of the virus resident in some of the files residing at the node. The only way that this node may be reinstated to a normal state is by human intervention.
2. Normal: the node performs its designed operation.
3. Infected: at least one of the files residing at the node has been infected. The node still functions, but when communicating with some normal node it may infect the latter.

In addition to its ordinary functions, the node can check the condition of other nodes and can also cure infected nodes by moving its correcting capability to them.

Notice that the fourth allowable state implies that nodes have the capability to initiate sequences of actions at other nodes. Even though this may seem unrealistic, it can in fact happen if one considers that instead of automatically initiating actions at some remote node, a message could be sent to the human operator of the remote node, who could then proceed with carrying out the required actions.

The network is installed in a plant where human service is available. This means that a disabled node can be serviced by humans and be reinstated to the normal state. Mean service times are allowed to vary and are assumed to follow an exponential distribution.

Finally, it is assumed that the network operates in an asynchronous parallel manner.

Among computer viruses, PC viruses are the most proliferated. However, viruses for the Macintosh and the Amiga systems also exist, as well as a few (approximately 10) Unix viruses. As stated earlier, the proposed model assumes no specific operating system. However, as we need to assume certain virus characteristics, we focus on PC viruses from now on.

The IBM High Integrity Computing Laboratory has reported [12] that just a few viruses (the Stoned virus, the Jerusalem virus, the Bouncing Ball virus, the Joshi virus, the Cascade virus, the Yankee Doodle virus and the Frodo virus) account for the majority of infection incidents detected in the real world between 1990–1991. These seven viruses account for approximately 71% of all infection incidents, whereas the next 70 more frequent viruses account for approximately 27% of reported
incidents, and the remaining known (more than 800) viruses account for a mere 2% of reported infection incidents. More recent reports [13] state that the six more popular viruses (the Stoned virus, the Mich virus, the Form virus, the 15xx virus family, the Joshi virus and the Jerusalem virus) account for approximately 75% of all the infection incidents. Therefore, the model of the hypothetical virus, used herein, should conform to the characteristics of the most commonly encountered viruses in order for it to be realistic.

The most important characteristics of a computer virus include the following [14,15]:

- **Basics**: the virus major functional specifications.
- **Infection method**: used by the virus to infect a file or a system, as well as the time required for such an infection.
- **Detection capabilities**: used to detect the presence of the virus and the time required to achieve it.
- **Activation process**: method used by the virus and the conditions that have to hold so that the virus' damage portion can be activated, as well as the time required to complete the activation process.
- **Removal method**: the method and the time required by a suitable antidote to disinfect (reinstate) an infected system.

Several types of antidotes have been proposed. These may be broadly classified into two classes: software-based and hardware-based. The former comprise, among others, vaccines, pattern matchers, simple and cryptographic checksums, software self-defence or fault tolerance, change control mechanisms and integrity shells [16]. Hardware antidotes based on a neural network approach have been proposed [8,17,18]. While the former are rather inexpensive, they impose a computational overhead on the system that uses them and they do not provide complete immunization from virus infection. On the contrary, the latter are costly, but do not severely increase the system computational burden.

3. Proposed model

The model consists of the characteristics of the virus, the characteristics of the antidotes, the characteristics of the network nodes, the network configuration, the intruder characteristics, the defender characteristics, and the rules according to which the viral attack is evolving. The network configuration and characteristics of the network nodes were given above. The remaining characteristics are given in detail below.

3.1. Virus

Our hypothetical virus has the following characteristics:

- **Basics**: a TSR stealth virus, infecting the boot sector and corrupting data and files.
- **Infection method**: at load time and whenever a file access is done to an executable file. Also, when booting from a floppy disk.
- **Detection capabilities**: usually with the first initiation of a virus scanning process.
- **Activation process**: based on a sophisticated randomization algorithm, incorporating machine checks, monitor types, time, etc. Activation starts after 20 executable files have been infected or when the free hard disk space is less than 10% of the total available, or after 8 hours of work (whichever comes first).
- **Removal method**: By the antidote, as soon as the virus' presence has been detected.

3.2. Antidotes

The antidote assumed here is a software-based product, capable of detecting the presence of a virus, as well as of disinfecting any files infected by the virus. Notice that even though the antidote is assumed to have detection and correction capabilities, this does not mean that it can always detect or remove a virus; virus detection or removal happens with a given high probability, which is called the efficiency of the antidote.

Moreover, the antidote itself is not immune from infection by the virus, even though the probability of the antidote being infected is far lower than the probability of an ordinary (i.e. not antidotal file) being infected. Thus, nodes equipped with antidotes are not completely immune from virus infection, even though they are better protected than normal nodes.

The antidote also has the ability to launch instructions to a node other than the one in which it normally resides, in order to disinfect files of that node, as well as the ability to copy itself to a normal node, thus transforming the latter into an antidotal one.

It is also assumed that the antidote's operation imposes some overhead on the network's operation, thus reducing its performance; thus, it is not advisable to equip all nodes with antidotes, even though this would reduce the infection probability to negligible levels.

We also assume that a hardware-based antidote is available. Note that equipping all nodes with hardware-based antidotes would completely immunize the network against viral attacks, but this is a prohibitively costly solution. Thus, it is advisable that only safety-critical nodes are equipped with this antidote — in our particular case the network server node.

3.3. The intruder and the defender

Initially, the network is stable, i.e. all nodes are operating normally. At some point in time, an intruder launches a viral attack against the network by infecting some files in one or more nodes, thus turning the latter into the infected state. However, the network's defender
(the security officer) can have some of the nodes in the network equipped with antidotes. Therefore, the initial network configuration is as follows: out of the $N$ nodes in the network, $N_a$ are normal, $N_i$ are infected and $N_a$ are antidotal, where of course $N = N_a + N_i + N_a$.

Notice that, even though it was assumed that an antidote may itself be infected, in this initial configuration we assume that the sets of the antidotal and the infected nodes are mutually exclusive. This clearly does not affect the generality of the approach, since all infected nodes (regardless of whether they are equipped with antidotes or not) are members of the set of infected nodes. The percentage of infected nodes is a parameter depending on the intruder's intentions and on the type of the attack, whereas the percentage of the antidotal nodes is a parameter depending on the wishes of the network defender.

After this initialization, the intruder does not interfere with the network any more. This assumption may not seem very realistic at first glance, in the sense that it is likely that the intruder will also launch other attacks against the network. However, once an attack has been launched, security regulations and precautions are likely to be reinforced, thereby reducing the intruder's ability to continue attacking the network. It should also be noted that there is nothing in the model used that prohibits modelling additional intruder attacks.

### 3.4. Transition rules

The initial situation evolves in time because network nodes will change state. Hence, the rules of the game are completely specified by specifying the rules governing the transition between states for the nodes of the network. These transitions are events taking place at random times and with certain probabilities. Therefore, what we need to specify are the transition probabilities between states, as well as the distribution of the time taken to complete these transitions.

In the sequel, the symbol $a \rightarrow b$, where $a, b \in \{1, 2, 3, 4\}$ will denote the transition from state $a$ to state $b$. All times are expressed in minutes. Clearly, transitions between identical states are meaningless, since there is no global clock in the network; a node remains at the same state unless something happens that transforms its state. The rules of transition between states are as follows:

1. $1 \rightarrow 2$: This may only happen by means of human intervention. It is a random event happening with probability 1, taking time distributed exponentially with mean 20. 2. $1 \rightarrow 3$: This transition is impossible. 3. $1 \rightarrow 4$: This transition is also impossible; a disabled node may not become antidotal without becoming normal first. 4. $2 \rightarrow 1$: This transition is also impossible; a normal node cannot be disabled, unless it has first been infected. 5. $2 \rightarrow 3$: This is a random event, depending on whether a normal node will establish contact with an infected node. We assume that any node equiprobably communicates with any other node. Hence, the probability that a normal node will establish communication with an infected node is $K_i/(N - 1)$, where $K_i$ is the total number of infected nodes at any time and $N$ is the total number of nodes in the network. The distribution of the time required to complete the transition depends upon the node profile (i.e., how often the node communicates with other nodes), but it is assumed to be uniform, its limits being allowed to vary from node to node. 6. $2 \rightarrow 4$: This transition may occur in two distinct cases: when a disabled node is serviced; and when a normal node communicates with an antidotal node and it is decided to install the antidote to that node as well. When a disabled node is serviced, thereby becoming normal, it is decided to manually install the antidote as well. The probability of this happening is a parameter controllable by the network defender and it is allowed to vary, whereas the time distribution is exponential with mean 10. 7. When a normal node communicates with an antidotal node, it is decided to install the antidote to that node as well. The probability of this happening is the product of two factors: first, the probability of the node to communicate with an antidotal node, which is equal to $K_a/(N - 1)$, where $K_a$ is the total number of antidotal nodes in the network at the time; and second, the percentage of normal nodes that the network defender wishes to transform into antidotal nodes, which is a parameter controllable by the network defender and which is allowed to vary. The time required to perform the transition in this case is assumed to be negligible.

### 3.5. Innovation transitions

1. $3 \rightarrow 1$: This is a random event, depending upon the virus activation process and the process of virus spread within a single node. For our purposes, we assume the following regarding this process: Each node $i$ stores $n'$ executable files, each of them equiprobable to be executed. Thus, the probability of an infected file being executed (thus making the virus memory resident) is equal to $k_i/n'$, where $k_i$ is the number of infected files in node $i$. The probability of an uninfected file being executed (thus turning to infected) is $k_i/n'$, where $k_i$ is the number of normal files in node $i$. It is assumed that once the virus is memory resident, it infects all subsequently executed files with probability one and takes negligible time. The distribution of time intervals between successive file executions is uniform and depends upon the profile of the user associated with the node, hence it varies with each node. As discussed previously, the virus is activated (i.e., disables the node), with probability one, when 20 files have been infected or after 8 hours of work, whichever comes first.

2. $3 \rightarrow 2$: Even though a node may be infected, it still communicates with other nodes. If it establishes communication with an antidotal node, the latter may disinfect the former, thus reinstating it to the normal state. This is a random event happening with probability $k_a/(N - 1) \times eff.$
where eff is the efficiency of the antidote, i.e. the percentage of cases when the antidote successfully detects the presence of a virus and removes it; clearly $0 \leq \text{eff} \leq 1$. The time distribution for the transition is uniform, its limits being determined by the node profile (i.e. how often the node communicates with other nodes), as well as by the time taken to scan and clean all files in the node.

2 $\rightarrow$ 4: This transition is impossible; an infected node cannot be made antidotal without becoming normal first.

4 $\rightarrow$ 1: This transition is impossible; an antidotal node cannot become disabled unless it becomes infected first.

4 $\rightarrow$ 2: This transition is impossible; an antidotal node has no reason to become normal unless the network defender decides so, perhaps due to an overload in the network traffic. However, we have assumed that this may not happen, even though the model does allow for such interventions.

4 $\rightarrow$ 3: Even though a node is antidotal, it may still become infected, since the antidote has not been assumed to be totally foolproof. This is a random event, happening with probability $K_1 \times (1 - \text{eff})/(N - 1)$. The time required to perform the transition is again uniformly distributed with limits determined by the node profile.

It should be noted that all the above assumptions simply reflect real-life situations. Probabilities and timings involved have been experimentally obtained by monitoring a university network. Fig. 1 depicts the sequential nature of state transitions.

4. Simulation model

The simulation tool used is SIMSCRIPT. Several simulation experiments have to be conducted, each aiming at exploring the significance of network parameters, node profile, defender’s options, intruder’s options, virus characteristics, antidote characteristics, etc. Clearly, the number of parameters involved is too large to establish relations of the network behaviour with all of them, so some have to be fixed. Their choice is based upon intuition and experience with real-life situations.

We assume the following fixed parameters:

1. Network topology: as already stated, a network with bus topology has been assumed.

2. Number of executable files in each node: affects the behaviour of the network, since it directly affects transitions from state 3 to state 1 and from state 3 to state 2. This is why a fixed configuration is assumed, whereby each node contains a fixed number of executable files, but this number is different for each node. It is determined at random, by sampling a uniform distribution in $[10,80]$, for each node.

3. Node profile: determines how often a specific node accesses other nodes in the network. Again, this parameter does affect the network behaviour, since it directly influences all state transitions. This is why we have assumed a fixed configuration, whereby each node has a fixed profile, but nodes are classified in three classes: heavy, medium and light, corresponding to their access of the network. Heavy nodes access the network at times distributed uniformly in $[20,30]$, medium nodes access the network at times distributed uniformly in $[30,80]$ and light nodes access the network at times distributed uniformly in $[80,200]$. The percentages of heavy, medium and light nodes are allowed to vary. The type of each node is determined by tossing a biased three sided coin.

4. User profile: determines how often a user (corresponding to a node) accesses his own files. This parameter affects the behaviour of the network, since it directly affects transitions from state 3 to state 1 and from state 3 to state 2. This is why a fixed configuration is assumed, whereby each user has a fixed profile, but users are classified in three classes: heavy, medium and light, corresponding to their access of their own files. Heavy users access their files at times uniformly distributed in $[5,10]$, medium users access their files at times distributed uniformly in $[10,30]$, and light users access their files at times distributed uniformly in $[30,50]$. The type of each user is determined, again, by tossing a biased three sided coin.

5. Number of hardware-based antidotes: only one node (the server) is equipped with an antidote, immune from viral attacks.

6. Human intervention service time: this affects the network behaviour since it directly influences transitions from state 1 to state 2 and onwards to state 4. This is assumed to be exponentially distributed with mean 20 for making the transition from state 1 to state 4 (it involves reformatting hard disks and reinstalling network software) and exponentially distributed with mean 10 if the decision to move onwards to state 4 is taken (it involves manual installation of the antidote at the node).
Fig. 2. (a) Network recovery-time improvement as a function of protection strategy; (b) network recovery-time improvement as a function of protection strategy.

7. **Number of human servicemen**: this is assumed to be 1 for small networks and 2 for large ones. For all experiments, two network sizes are assumed; a small network with 20 nodes and a large one with 100 nodes.

8. **Number of different viruses**: it is assumed that only one type of virus is injected in the network by the intruder. This virus has the characteristics described above.

9. **Type of antidote**: it is assumed that there is only one, with characteristics as described above. It requires an average of two minutes to scan a node and one minute to clean an infected file.

5. **Simulation experiments and results**

5.1. **Measure of interest**

The measure of interest in our experiments was the network recovery time, which is defined as the time elapsed between the occurrence of the attack and the time when the network returns completely to its normal state, i.e. to a state where all of its nodes are either normal or antidotal.

5.2. **Need for an antiviral protection strategy**

One of the major duties of a network administration is to establish protection policies. One of these policies should aim to safeguard the network against a malicious software attack. Such a policy could be more or less effective, depending on the type of the viral attack, of the network initial configuration, of the antidote efficiency, etc.

The results of the relevant simulated experiments are described in Fig. 2. Fig. 2a depicts the results pertaining to a small network and Fig. 2b depicts the results pertaining to a large network. In both figures the network recovery time, lacking a protection strategy, is normalized to be equal to 100 time units.

**Case 1: Small network**

In the case of a small network, if the protection strategy followed is not effective (worst-case scenario), the network recovery time decreases to 70–75 time units, in comparison to the 100 time units required in the case of a non-protected network. This decrease is independent of the network configuration.

On the other hand, if the protection strategy followed is effective (best-case scenario), the network recovery time decreases to 5–40 time units. The largest decrease occurs in the case of a network with limited number of infected nodes (< 20%).

**Case 2: Large network**

In the case of a large network, if the protection strategy followed is not effective, the network recovery time decreases to 60–80 time units. The largest decrease occurs in the case of a network with limited number of infected nodes (< 20%).

On the other hand, if the protection strategy followed is effective, the network recovery time decreases to 5–15 time units. The decrease is significant in the case of a network with limited number of infected nodes (< 20%).

Based on the above results, the following conclusions can be made:

- Network administration policies aiming at reducing the network recovery time in the event of a malicious software (malware) attack should include an antiviral protection strategy.
- The network recovery time, after a malware attack, depends upon the time of the detection of the attack. The sooner the attack is detected, the better are the chances to decrease the network recovery time.
- The network recovery time could be significantly reduced, provided that the antiviral strategy selected is effective.

5.3. **Relationship between network configuration and network recovery time**

The initial network configuration is assumed to include normal, infected and antiviral nodes. An important issue is whether it is possible to estimate the minimum number of nodes, that should be protected by
Fig. 3. Minimum time required for network recovery as a function of network configuration and mode of use.

antidotes, in order to keep the network recovery time to a minimum (provided that the number of infected nodes and the mode of use of the network are both given, or that their values can be estimated).

The results of the relevant experimentation are described in Fig. 3. The conclusions drawn from this figure are as follows:

- When the percentage of infected nodes is high (> 60%) then the minimum network recovery time is attained when all other nodes of the network become antiviral. This is independent of the mode of use of the network nodes.

- When the percentage of infected nodes is low (< 20%) then the minimum network recovery time depends upon the mode of use of the network nodes. Faster recovery is usually achieved by protecting many nodes.

- When the percentage of infected nodes is medium (between 30% and 60%) then the minimum network recovery time is attained when the percentage of antiviral nodes is between 40% and 50%.

As a result of the above conclusions, a network administration may devise a protection policy, which will minimally affect the performance of the network, cost

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network configuration</th>
<th>Antiviral strategy effect on network recovery time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exp 1: 10% viral 10% antiviral nodes</td>
<td>eff ∈ [0, 40] no effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>eff ∈ [40, 90] best results with middle values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>eff ∈ [90, 100] best results with high values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp 2: 10% viral 20% antiviral nodes</td>
<td>eff ∈ [0, 30] no effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>eff ∈ [30, 100] best results with middle values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp 97: 10% viral 70% antiviral nodes</td>
<td>eff ∈ [0, 20] no effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>eff ∈ [20, 100] best results with high values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp 111: 30% viral 40% antiviral nodes</td>
<td>No effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp 133: 80% viral 10% antiviral nodes</td>
<td>No effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp 138: 10% viral 20% antiviral nodes</td>
<td>eff ∈ [0, 10] no effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>eff ∈ [10, 60] best results with middle values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>eff ∈ [60, 100] best results with high values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp 139: 10% viral 30% antiviral nodes</td>
<td>eff ∈ [0, 10] no effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>eff ∈ [10, 60] best results with middle values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>eff ∈ [60, 100] best results with high values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp 150: 10% viral 70% antiviral nodes</td>
<td>eff ∈ [0, 10] no effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>eff ∈ [10, 60] best results with middle values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>eff ∈ [60, 100] best results with high values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp 151: 50% viral 40% antiviral nodes</td>
<td>No effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp 152: 70% viral 10% antiviral</td>
<td>No effects</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
little and probably defend effectively against malware attacks.

5.4. Effects of the antiviral strategy on the network recovery time

A transition from state 2 to state 4 can occur in two distinct ways: directly or indirectly. The indirect transition occurs when the network administration decides not only to restore an infected node, but also to make it antidotal. This may be the case as such decisions can be taken when the malware attack is still underway. The percentage of nodes that are not only restored to state 2, but are further made into state 4, is the administration's antiviral strategy.

The results of the effects of the antiviral strategy on the network recovery time are shown in Table 1. The conclusions drawn by studying these results are as follows:

- If a malware attack is detected early enough (i.e. the percentage of viral nodes is low), then the antiviral strategy should increase with increasing antidotal efficiency.
- If a malware attack is not detected early (i.e. the percentage of viral nodes is high), then the antiviral strategy has no effect on the network recovery time.
- If a malware attack is detected early enough, minimum recovery time can be achieved by:
    - increasing the antiviral strategy with increasing percentage of antidotal nodes, in small networks,
    - increasing the antiviral strategy and the efficiency of the antidote with increasing the percentage of antidotal nodes, in large networks.

6. Conclusions

Malware attacks against computer networks constitute an area of research of growing interest, since their results can be quite disastrous. In this paper, a model describing the spread of a viral attack against a computer network, complete with possible counter-measures that the network administration may have taken, has been developed and subjected to preliminary tests. These tests were performed by using simulation rather than analytical techniques.

The results of these tests indicate the soundness of the model, in the sense that they confirm real-life situations and further produce several interesting conclusions that can effectively be used by network administrators as guidelines towards network protection policy making.
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